2013

POWERFUL

VERSATILE

LUXURIOUS

It all comes together in the 2013
Crosstour. Styling that’s aggressive
and defiant. Premium refinements you
deserve. Innovative technology you
demand. And with an available 278-hp
V-6 engine, the kind of performance
that fuels your desire. Finally, the car
you should have and the car you must
have are one and the same.

UNCONVENTIONAL

STYLE

UNINHIBITED

The 2013 Crosstour
grabs attention
and never lets go.
The distinctively
streamlined shape
and sleek lines make
it easy to admire.
The athletic stance and
bold look make it
impossible to ignore.

The Crosstour functions like a versatile
crossover thanks to its unique design.
It looks and acts like a luxury sports car
in just about every other way.

Crosstour 4WD EX - L V - 6 shown in Mountain Air Metallic.

From new 18" alloy wheels (V-6 models)
to chrome door handles and a fin-type
roof-mounted antenna, the Crosstour
flaunts fresh features from the ground up.

Enhanced styling throughout
projects the utmost confidence and
delivers just enough attitude.
The Crosstour says a lot about you
without saying a word.

278 HP

(V-6 models)

ROAR

WHOOSH

PERFORMANCE
30 -MPG HWY

6-SPEED AT
(V-6 models)

RATING

1

PURR
Something special
happens when you
blend exhilarating
power, remarkable
efficiency and fistpumping fun. You get
the 2013 Crosstour, a
car that proves you
can have the best of
all worlds.

When the weather takes a turn, the available
Real Time 4WD system takes charge. The
system can detect a loss of traction when
traveling down practically any low-traction
surface. It can then automatically send
power to the rear wheels to help you grip
the road and stay on course.
TM

Corner with confidence. A double wishbone
front and multi-link rear suspension offer
stable handling and a smooth ride. And the
front shocks utilize a rebound spring within
the shock tube that enhances front tire
contact with the road when cornering.

Under the hood, you’ll find more juice than ever before.
Choose between the 2.4-liter i-VTEC® 4-cylinder engine or
the 3.5-liter i-VTEC V-6 that now produces 278 hp and
252 lb-ft of torque. And all V-6 models now include a
6-speed automatic transmission that helps improve
both efficiency1 and performance.
Crosstour 4WD EX - L V - 6 shown in Basque Red Pearl II.

The Crosstour has a high, commanding presence,
and yet its center of gravity is low. Honda
engineers achieved this by placing the engine,
transmission and fuel tank as low as possible in
the chassis. The results can be felt in how well
the Crosstour handles.

Variable Cylinder Management (VCM®) activates and
deactivates the V-6 engine’s cylinders based on power
demands. Enhancements for 2013 let the engine run
in 3-cylinder mode longer – maximizing fuel efficiency 1
– while still providing seamless transitions to all
6 cylinders when more muscle is needed.
TM

With plenty of room, rear
vents and a flip-down
center armrest, rear
passengers get the royal
treatment, too.

REFINED

SPACIOUS

INSIDE

FLEXIBLE

It doesn’t matter if you and your
front passenger run hot or cold.
Available dual-zone climate
control lets each of you select your
own temperature setting.

Sacrifice nothing. The 2013
Crosstour puts a premium
on interior design. It’s got all
the luxurious features you’ve
always wanted. And an
expansive cargo space that
meets your every need.*

Heated front seats bring warmth
to cool days. Leather trim on the
steering wheel, shift knob and
adjustable seats add even more
comfort and style (EX-L models).

* Honda reminds you to properly secure items stored in the cargo area.

Crosstour EX - L V - 6 shown in Black Leather with available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.TM 2

If you’ve got something to hide, or something
that’s wet, put it in the removable, water
resistant utility box. It’s also great for carrying
tools, storing a first-aid kit and more.*

The cargo floor is covered with pristine, high
quality carpet. Keep it that way by simply
flipping the floor panels for a durable surface
that’s easy to clean.

Sometimes you need room for people. Other
times you need room for packages. The 60/40
split rear seatback can be folded down so you
can carry both.

Bulky items don’t stand a chance. With the rear
seatback folded down, you’ll have a full 51.3
cubic feet 3 of packing pleasure at your disposal.

High tech meets hi-fi in the 2013 Crosstour. And it all
starts with HondaLink. The innovative system gives
you access to almost everything on your smartphone,*
from text messages 4 to Pandora 5 and the robust cloudbased content of Aha. 6 Rock out to both – or to music
from the USB Audio Interface7 – through a 360-watt audio
system (EX-L and V-6 models).
TM

®

TM

Steering-wheel mounted controls
let you answer a phone call
or change the music.* Paddle
shifters (V-6 models) let you
change gears, too.

* Drive responsibly. Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld electronic devices while

Tell your Crosstour where
you want to go. The available
Honda Satellite-Linked
Navigation System2 with
voice recognition will show
you the way.

operating a vehicle. For safety reasons, always launch your audio application or perform any
other operation on your phone or audio device only when the vehicle is safely parked.

HondaLink

SMARTY-PANTS
Navigation System

TECHNOLOGY
See more than ever before. Literally. Signal right (EX-L and V-6 models) and Honda LaneWatch 8 displays video
that improves your passenger-side visibility. Shift into reverse and the standard rearview camera helps you
back up. And with the available audio system with touch-screen display, you can access information and media
options while looking straight ahead.
TM

Crosstour EX - L V - 6 shown in Black Leather with available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.2

Pandora5
Compatibility

LEATHER PANTS

SMS Text
Message
Function4

ACE Body Structure
TM

SAFETY

PASSIVE
6 Airbags

VSA

All five passengers benefit
from 3-point seat belts.
And the front seat
belts are equipped with
an automatic tensioning
system that will tighten
in a moderate-to-severe
frontal impact.

The Crosstour’s standard front, front side and side curtain
airbags* can help reduce the likelihood of injuries in a
collision. The side curtain airbags also feature a rollover
sensor. The front passenger’s side airbag uses the
Occupant Position Detection System (OPDS) to help
prevent deployment if a child or small-statured passenger
is out of position and in the airbag’s path of deployment.

®

ACTIVE
ABS

At Honda, safety
never goes out of
style. Our engineers
design systems that
not only help protect
you, but also help
you avoid collisions
altogether. Making
advanced safety
features standard
is more than a goal.
It’s a philosophy.

The new Forward Collision Warning
(FCW)9 system can detect the presence
of vehicles in front of you and issues
alerts when it calculates that you are at
risk of a collision (EX-L models).

The Crosstour has an Advanced
Compatibility Engineering (ACE) body
structure. This Honda-exclusive design
enhances occupant protection and
crash compatibility in frontal collisions.
By dispersing crash energy more
evenly throughout the front of
the vehicle, less force is transmitted
to the passenger compartment.

To help reduce the likelihood of
whiplash injuries, the front seats have
active head restraints that move up and
forward in a sufficient rear collision.

With the new Lane Departure Warning
(LDW)10 system, a small camera between
the windshield and the rearview mirror
can track lane markings on the road.
The system alerts you when it detects
you moving into a different lane without
signaling (EX-L models).

TM

Brake Assist, a component of the
anti-lock braking system (ABS),
helps apply full braking force in
some emergency situations.
Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD)
helps balance braking forces,
depending upon dynamic loading.

During oversteer or understeer,
Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)†
can brake individual wheels
and/or reduce engine power to
help restore your intended course.
TM

Airbags inflated for display purposes only.
*Honda reminds you and your passengers to always buckle up. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in the rear seat.
†VSA is not a substitute for safe driving. It cannot correct the vehicle’s course in every situation or compensate for reckless driving. Control of the vehicle always remains with the driver.

Crosstour 4WD EX - L V - 6 shown in Alabaster Silver Metallic with Black Leather and available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System.2

ENGINEERING

Engine Type
Displacement (cc)
Horsepower @ rpm (SAE net)
Torque (lb-ft @ rpm, SAE net)
Valve Train
-ULTI 0OINT &UEL )NJECTION
$RIVE BY 7IRE 4HROTTLE 3YSTEM
Real Time 4-Wheel DriveTM
Variable Cylinder Management TM (VCM®
Active Noise CancellationTM !.#
!CTIVE 3OUND #ONTROL
CARB Emissions Rating11

EX

EX- L

EX V- 6

EX- L V- 6

In-Line 4-Cylinder
2354
192 @ 7000
162 @ 4400
16-Valve DOHC i-VTEC®
s
s

In-Line 4-Cylinder
2354
192 @ 7000
162 @ 4400
16-Valve DOHC i-VTEC
s
s

V-6
3471
278 @ 6200
252 @ 4900
24-Valve SOHC i-VTEC
s
s
s

V-6
3471
278 @ 6200
252 @ 4900
24-Valve SOHC i-VTEC
s
s
Available
s

s

s

ULEV-2

ULEV-2

s
ULEV-2

s
ULEV-2

s

s
s

s

s
11.7 / 12.0
18” Alloy / 225/60 R18 100H

s
11.7 / 12.0
18” Alloy / 225/60 R18 100H

20/30/23
18.5
Regular Unleaded

20/30/23
19/28/22
18.5
Regular Unleaded

TRANSMISSIONS

 3PEED !UTOMATIC 4RANSMISSION
 3PEED !UTOMATIC 4RANSMISSION WITH 0ADDLE 3HIFTERS
BODY/ SUSPENSION /CHASSIS

$OUBLE 7ISHBONE &RONT 3USPENSION  )NDEPENDENT -ULTI ,INK 2EAR 3USPENSION
Power-Assisted Ventilated Front Disc / Solid Rear Disc Brakes (in)
Wheels / Tires

s
11.7 / 12.0
17” Alloy / 225/65 R17 102T

s
11.7 / 12.0
17” Alloy / 225/65 R17 102T

22/31/25

22/31/25

EPA MILEAGE RATINGS 1 /FUEL

5-Speed Automatic Transmission (2WD; City/Highway/Combined)
6-Speed Automatic Transmission (2WD; City/Highway/Combined)
6-Speed Automatic Transmission (4WD; City/Highway/Combined)
Fuel (gal)
Required Fuel

18.5
Regular Unleaded

18.5
Regular Unleaded

s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

s
Available
with Navigation
WITHOUT .AVIGATION

s

s
Available
with Navigation
WITHOUT .AVIGATION

s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s

ACTIVE SAFETY

Forward Collision Warning (FCW) 9
Lane Departure Warning (LDW)10
Vehicle Stability AssistTM (VSA® WITH 4RACTION #ONTROL AND "RAKE !SSIST
!NTI ,OCK "RAKING 3YSTEM !"3 WITH %LECTRONIC "RAKE $ISTRIBUTION %"$
Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)12
$AYTIME 2UNNING ,IGHTS $2,
PASSIVE SAFETY

Advanced Compatibility EngineeringTM (ACETM "ODY 3TRUCTURE
$UAL 3TAGE -ULTIPLE 4HRESHOLD &RONT !IRBAGS 323
&RONT 3IDE !IRBAGS WITH 0ASSENGER 3IDE /CCUPANT 0OSITION $ETECTION 3YSTEM /0$3
3IDE #URTAIN !IRBAGS WITH 2OLLOVER 3ENSOR
$RIVERS AND &RONT 0ASSENGERS !CTIVE (EAD 2ESTRAINTS
 0OINT 3EAT "ELTS AT !LL 3EATING 0OSITIONS
&RONT  0OINT 3EAT "ELTS WITH !UTOMATIC 4ENSIONING 3YSTEM
Lower Anchors and Tethers for CHildren (LATCH): Lower Anchors (2nd-Row Outboard), Tether Anchors (2nd-Row All)
$RIVERS AND &RONT 0ASSENGERS 3EAT "ELT 2EMINDER
#HILD 0ROOF 2EAR $OOR ,OCKS
COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

!IR #ONDITIONING WITH !IR &ILTRATION 3YSTEM
$UAL :ONE !UTOMATIC #LIMATE #ONTROL 3YSTEM
Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation SystemTM2 with Voice Recognition and FM Traffic
i-MID with 8-Inch High-Resolution WVGA (800 x 480) Screen, Customizable Feature Settings and Interface Dial
I -)$ WITH  )NCH (IGH 2ESOLUTION 76'!  X  3CREEN AND #USTOMIZABLE &EATURE 3ETTINGS
2EARVIEW -IRROR INCLUDING 2EARVIEW #AMERA $ISPLAY WITH 'UIDELINES
-ULTI !NGLE 2EARVIEW #AMERA WITH 'UIDELINES
Honda LaneWatchTM8
Bluetooth ®13 HandsFreeLink®
%NGINE 3TART 3TOP "UTTON
0OWER 7INDOWS WITH !UTO 5P$OWN $RIVERS AND &RONT 0ASSENGERS 7INDOWS  0OWER $OOR ,OCKS
#RUISE #ONTROL
,EATHER 7RAPPED 3TEERING 7HEEL AND 3HIFT +NOB
)LLUMINATED 3TEERING 7HEEL -OUNTED #ONTROLS
4ILT AND 4ELESCOPIC 3TEERING #OLUMN
HomeLink®14 2EMOTE 3YSTEM

s

s

s

s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s

s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE (continued)

#ENTER #ONSOLE WITH 3LIDING !RMREST AND 3TORAGE #OMPARTMENT
-AP ,IGHTS
"LUE !MBIENT #ONSOLE ,IGHTING
12-Volt Power Outlets (3)
(IDDEN 2EMOVABLE 5TILITY "OX

EX

EX- L

EX V- 6

EX- L V- 6

s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s

s

WITH 4WO 0OSITION -EMORY
s
s
s

s
s

WITH 4WO 0OSITION -EMORY
s
s
s

s
s
s

s
s
s

s
s
s
with Navigation
s
s
s
with Navigation
s
s
s

s

s
s
s

SEATING

$RIVERS 3EAT WITH  7AY 0OWER !DJUSTMENT INCLUDING 0OWER ,UMBAR 3UPPORT
&RONT 0ASSENGERS 3EAT WITH  7AY 0OWER !DJUSTMENT
,EATHER 4RIMMED 3EATS  (EATED &RONT 3EATS
%ASY &OLD $OWN  3PLIT 2EAR 3EATBACK WITH #ENTER !RMREST

s

s

AUDIO SYSTEMS

 7ATT !-&- $ISC )N $ASH !UDIO 3YSTEM WITH  3PEAKERS INCLUDING 3UBWOOFER
 7ATT !-&-#$ 0REMIUM !UDIO 3YSTEM WITH  3PEAKERS INCLUDING 3UBWOOFER
HondaLinkTM featuring AhaTM6 #OMPATIBILITY
!UDIO 4OUCH 3CREEN
Hard Disk Drive (HDD)15 including 16-GB Audio Memory
Pandora® 5 #OMPATIBILITY
XM® Radio16
Bluetooth 13 3TREAMING !UDIO
Song By Voice® (SBV)
USB Audio Interface7
-0!UXILIARY )NPUT *ACK
MP3/ Windows Media® Audio (WMA)17 0LAYBACK #APABILITY  2ADIO $ATA 3YSTEM 2$3

s

s
s
s

s
s
s
with Navigation
s
s
s
with Navigation
s
s
s

s
s
s

s
s
s

s
s

INSTRUMENTATION

#OMPASS
%XTERIOR 4EMPERATURE )NDICATOR
Maintenance MinderTM 3YSTEM
Specifications updated as of 02/25/2013.

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

All 2013 Honda vehicles – and any Honda Genuine
Accessories installed at the time of vehicle purchase –
are covered by a 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty.18
Plus, Honda cars and trucks are covered by a 5-year/
60,000-mile Limited Powertrain Warranty,18 too. For
more information or assistance, see your Honda dealer
or please give us a call at 1-800-33-Honda.
1 22

Whether you buy or lease a Honda vehicle,
Honda Financial Services can assist you with
the process. Please ask your dealer which lease
or purchase plan best suits your needs.

Honda Care® is an affordable, comprehensive
vehicle and travel protection plan backed
by Honda reliability, service and parts. Please
see your Honda dealer for details.

Manufactured to the same strict
standards as Honda vehicles, Honda
Genuine Accessories are the perfect
way to personalize and protect
your vehicle. Please see your Honda
dealer for details.

city/31 highway/25 combined mpg rating for 2WD 4-cylinder models. 20 city/30 highway/23 combined mpg rating for 2WD V-6 models. 19 city/28 highway/22 combined mpg rating for 4WD V-6 models. Based on 2013 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you
drive and maintain your vehicle. 2 The Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System is available on EX-L models in the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico. (FM Traffic service only available in the United States, except Alaska.) Please see your Honda dealer for details. 3 Carrying too much cargo or improperly storing it can affect the
handling, stability and operation of this vehicle. Before carrying any cargo, be sure to consult the owner’s manual for load limits and loading guidelines. 4 Compatible with select phones with Bluetooth .® Your wireless carrier’s rate plans apply. State or local laws may limit use of texting feature. Only use texting feature when
conditions allow you to do so safely. 5 Pandora, the Pandora logo and the Pandora trade dress are trademarks or registered trademarks of Pandora Media, Inc. Used with permission. Compatible with select smartphones. See: www.pandora.com/everywhere/mobile. Not all devices compatible with USB connection. Your wireless
carrier’s rate plans apply. 6 Aha, the Aha logo, and the Aha trade dress are trademarks or registered trademarks of HARMAN International Industries, Inc. Your wireless carrier’s rates may apply. 7 The USB Audio Interface is used for direct connection to and control of some current digital audio players and other USB devices that
contain MP3, WMA or AAC music files. Some USB devices with security software and digital rights-protected files may not work. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 8 Display accuracy will vary based on weather, size of object and speed, and the display may not show all relevant traffic. The display is not a substitute for your
own direct visual assessment of traffic conditions before changing lanes. 9 Forward Collision Warning (FCW) cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. FCW does not include a braking function.
Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 10 Lane Departure Warning (LDW) only alerts drivers when lane drift is detected without a turn signal in use. LDW may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and road condition. System operation
affected by extreme interior heat. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 11 ULEV-2 (Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle) models as certified by the California Air Resources Board (CARB). 12 For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge. Do not rely
solely on the monitor system. Please see your Honda dealer for details. 13 The Bluetooth ® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Honda Motor Co., Ltd., is under license. 14 HomeLink and the HomeLink house are registered trademarks of Johnson Controls.® 15 Audio memory is
a component of navigation system’s hard disk drive (HDD). 16 XM services require a subscription after 90-day trial period. Subscriptions governed by SiriusXM Customer Agreement; see www.siriusxm.com. If you decide to continue your XM service at the end of your complimentary trial, the plan you choose will automatically be
renewed and you will be billed at then-current rates until you call XM at 1-800-967-2346 to cancel. Fees and programming subject to change. Available only to those at least 18 years of age in the 48 contiguous United States and D.C. © 2013 Sirius XM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM
Radio Inc. and its subsidiaries. 17 Windows Media® is a trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 18 3-Year/36,000-Mile Limited Warranty. 5-Year/60,000-Mile Limited Powertrain Warranty. Ordinary maintenance or adjustments, parts subject to normal wear and
replacement, and certain items are excluded. Please see your Honda dealer for details. Always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest when properly restrained in the rear seat. Specifications, features, illustrations and equipment shown in this brochure are based upon the latest
available information at the time of printing. Although descriptions are believed to be correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. American Honda Motor Co., Inc., reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, specifications, accessories, materials and models. Some features mentioned herein are
not available in all areas. Please see your Honda dealer for details. Some vehicles may be shown with optional equipment. Available = Optional. All images contained herein are either owned by American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or used under a valid license. It is a violation of federal law to reproduce these images without express
written permission from American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or the individual copyright owner of such images. Honda Financial Services is a DBA of American Honda Finance Corporation. Honda, the H-mark symbol, Honda Care, Honda LaneWatch, Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System, HondaLink, Active Noise Cancellation,
Advanced Compatibility Engineering, ACE, HandsFreeLink, Maintenance Minder, Real Time 4-Wheel Drive, Song By Voice, Vehicle Stability Assist, VSA, Variable Cylinder Management, VCM and i-VTEC are trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. © 2013 American Honda Motor Co., Inc.

